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CHAPTER 5

GROWTH AND DECAY OF RADIOACTIVITY
DURING AND AFTER IRRADIATION

I. Laws of Radioactive Decay- Exponential Law

(A) SnMJIICASE

Conaider the caso of a radioactive nucleus (1) decsying into a stable
nucleus (2): A

(1) ---I- (2)(stab.) (5.1)

This case csn be compared to a monomolocular reaotion. The
reaction rate (number of disintegrationa per second, D) is proportional
to N the number or atoms of (1) present:

dN
_J:I -.).N= D
dl

(5.2)

A is a conatant. oharacteristio of the particular radioactive species.
and is called the decsy qonstant, having the dimension of a reciprocsI
time. 1-1. The lntegraI of this sl:nple differential equation Is given by

N(I) - N' exp (-At) (5.3)

Here. N(I) represente the number or atoms (1) at a time I. N° the
number at I _ O. The radioactive decsy Is thus governed by an ex
ponential law. Combining (5.2) and 5.3) one can write:

I D(I) ~ DO exp (-At) I (5.4)

Measuring a Craction z of the real number of disintegrztions (i.e. the
experimentally observed activity A) one obtains:

A -zD_z>.N
and

(5.5)

The coefficient z i. called the detection coefficient llDd will depend on
the nature of tho deteotion instrument. tho efficiency for the recording
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of the particular radiation with that particular instrument, and the
geometrical arrangement of 8&IIlpie and deteetor.

The oharacteriatic "rate of a radioactive decay" Illay oenveniently
be given in term. of the half.life 'I'll., i.e. the time reqnired for an
Initial (large) number of atoms to be reduced to half that value. Thus.
at I - 'I'll•• N _ NO/2 and

In I - ->''1'11. or 'I'll. - O.693/:t (5.6)

This half.life can oenveniently be determined graphically by plotting
A'"". I on a semUog scale giving a straight line with a slore ->. (Figure
5.1).

Radioactive docay or. lingle radionuollde (Til' _ G.O h)
A(l) - A' ezp (-AI)
log A(l) _log A'-AI

(B) MIxTURlIS 01' IllDlIPlIllDlINTLY DlICAYlllG AmlvlilllS

In the above equations the radioactivity, oerresponding to the
transfonnation of a single at<lmic species, was oensidered. In the more
general case, the observed total activity is obvioWlly the sum of all
tho independent activities, i.e.

A - A. +A. + ... - ••>..N. + ••>.aN. + ... (5.7)

The detection c.:>efficiente '., o•••• can be quite dill'erent. depending
on the nature and the energy of the radiation of the dill'erent species.

For a mixture of several independent activities the result of plotting
log A ~•. I is always an upward concave curve (Figure 5.2). In the case
of two radioactive species one can write:

A(I) _ .11.(1) + A.(I) - A~ exp (->'.1) + Ag exp (->'J) (5.8)

Assuming that (1) decays more rapidly than (2), I.e. >'. > >'.,
equation (5.8) simplifies to

A(I) ll:l Ag exp (->'.1) (5.9)

after a sufficiently long time. Extrapobting tWs straight line in the
semilog plot to I -+ 0, one can subtract the value A .(1) for any time,
from the corresponding total activity A; this allows one to lind A.
as a function of I, i.e. A~ exp (->'.1). The complex decay curve is
analyoed into its two componente, from hath of wWch now, in the
usual way (ef. Figure 5.2), 'I'll. may be determined•

Due to experimental uncertainties in the observed data. this pro
cedure is limited to mixtures of only two or three radioisotopes, and
even two compenent curves may not be satisfactorily resolved if the
two half·lives differ by I... than about a factor of two or if the rates
differ by a large faotor.

In Figure 5.3 a oemplex decay curve is analyoed into four oem
panente. The accuracy in the det<.rmillation of the half·lives of the
short-lived componente is however poor.

During the past years a number of oemputer methods for analyoing
multioemponent 18dioactive decay curves have been developed. As
expected. the earlier codes had rather limited capabilities. while the
later modifications became increasingly complex and 80pWsticated
(see Chapter 9, seotion m, C, 3).
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Fig. 1.2. Analysis of compoaito decay curve (mixture of two independently
decaying activilieo)

& - compooile dec.y curve: A(I) - Al."P (-A,tHA:."P (-.'all
b _ longer.lived componenl: A ,(I) - Al exp (- AaI)
o - morter-lived component: A 1(" - ..4.: e:J[p (- "I')

Normally a least-squares fitting operation is performed" (1 ,2). 'rhe
data of a radioactive decay curve consist of m measurements of the
counting rates A, of the sample at times I,. If n independent nuclear
species are present, then the set of data satisfies m equations of the
form

(5.11)
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whe.."8 W. is the weight assignad to the square of each residual (W, 
1M). It is convenient to adopt a matrix notation for further calcula
tions.The code is normally intended to be ron by the "monitor"
system, I.e. all reasonable errors will cause a suitable comment to be
printed by the machine before It takes appropriate action.

The data needed to begin the least-squares fitting calculation
include: time, counts, length of count, background, and the half.lives
for each component. The data obtained from the calculation include:
the activity of each component. at the time of the first count, the
deviation of each point from the calculated curve, weighted by 1/,,
{or that point and the "error matrix".

On the average the machine resolution of decay curves gives better
results than those obtained by hand. Not the le:lSt advantage Is the

a solution by the least-square. method is possible. The condition for
such a solution is that
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1-.
A, - E A1 exp (-A/,,) + Z, (5.10)

/-1

where an individual term in the sum, A7 exp (- A/I') represents the
contribution of the jth component in the total activity at time I,. The
residual Z, at that point is due to statistical fluctuations and experi.
mental errors. Since the n coefficients A1 enter these equations linearly
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speed oC the eslculation. On an mM 7090 a typical calculation involving
30 data points and including data read.in and evaluation, resolution oC
three components, recalculation it necessary, print out of answers and
tabulatit>n of collec~ data will take about ten seconds oC machine
time.

In none of the above methods does the lIumber of components
"Call out" oC the analysis and itthe number oC components is not known,
any "accurate" estimate of the parameters begins to lose its meaning.
The two essential difficulties inherent in this technique are, that one
must deal with data that only approximate A(I) over a finite range in I, •

. and that the exponential series poSllellSe8 such strongly non orthogonal
properties, that the parameters are extremely sensitive to minor
lIuetuations in the data. The approach oC Gardner tt 0/ (3,4) Is bssed
on the Cact that the exponential series can be represented by a Laplace
integrsl equation:

Here g(.\) is a sum oC delta Cunctions, but due to the error inherent
in the experimental estimate of A(I) and in the numerical computations
necessary to obtain g(.\), a plot oC g(.\) 118• .\ appears in the Corm d a
frequency spectrum. The presence oC a t."e peak in the. spectrum
indicates a component, the abscissa value at the center of the p""k
being the decay constant .\, whereas the height oC the peak is propor·
tional to the coeftlcient A1. The Cunction g(.\) is obtained by Fourier
transforms, as described in fun detail by Gardner et 0/ (4).

This method is applicable both to the decay of independent species
and also to the oase of growth and decay chains. One advantage of the
method lies in the fact that it is not necessuj' to have initial estimates
of the parameters (particularly -'I) before the analysis as in curve
fitting procedures, auch as the non.linear least.squares method.
Furthermore it is an approach where the number of components
automatieslly "falls out" of the analysis. Full use ia made of the
accuracy inherent in the data since they aro treated as a whole, as
opposed to some "aubtraction type" methods, wherein all but the
shortest-lived components are determined using fewer points than are .
actually available. Finally, the occurrence of very similar .\ values does
not endanger the entire solution as in other methods.
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A f"A(I) - ~A?exp(-.\,I) - g(.\) exp (->J) d.\t=1 0
(5.12)

, .

5. OROwTH AND DIICAY O:&' RADIOACTIVITY

II. Growth of Radioactivo Daughters

(A) Two SUCCIIS9I\"E DECAYS

Consider the simple oase of .. radioactive species (I), which decays
to produce another radioactive species (2):

.. "(1) --+ (2) --+ (3) (stable) (5.13)

Decay of (1) and growth and decay of (2) are described by the follow.
ing differential equations.

dN1
_ -.\,N1 whereN, -l\1exp(-.\,I) (5.14)

dt

dN. _ .\IN , _ .\aN. (5.15)
dl

as the second apeoies is formed at the rate at which the first decays
(.\,N1) and decays at a rate -.\aN•.

From (5.14) or (u.3) and (5.15) it follows that

dN• ... .\.N. _ .\,~ exp (-.\,1) (5.16)
dt

This is .. linear differentlal equation of the first order. The general
form of this so-called Leibnitz equation is given by

dll + Py = Q (Leibni~ equation) (ll.l7)
d.1:

where P and Qcan be functions of It and explicitly independent oC 11,
or constant. As this equation Is of great importance, it will be treated
in detail. The general solution is given by:

11 = exp (- f pd.1:)f Qexp (f Pd.1:) d.1:+C. exp (-f Pd.1:) (5.18)

In the oase of (5.16): !J - N •• 01 - I, P - .\., Q - .\,~ exp (-.\11).
Thus

N.(I) - exp (-.\.t) f: .\,~exp (-.\,1) exp (.\aI) dt + Cexp (-.\aI)

.\m
N .(t) _ exp (-.\aI) " [exp (.\. - '\1) I - 1] + C exp (-.\aI)

.\. - .\,
.\m

N.(I) - " [exp (-.\,1) - exp (-.\aI)] + Cexp (-.\aI)
.\. - .\,
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(5.20)
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Fig. 8.4. TraDalent equilibrium; (T".h _ 8.0 h and (T".), _ 0.8 h;
(A. _ lOA.)

curve aat activity due to patent
OUr78 bb: daughter aottvity in tha parent-pIUl-daughter fraction
curve b'bb: daughter activit,. growing In freahly purltled parent fracUcn
curvo co: doaa,. of frooh1,. Isolated daughter fraction
curvo dd: total activit,. of an lnIt1a1l7 pure parent fraction.
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I.e. the daughter activity in the parent-plus.daughter fraction decay"
with the half.life of the parent. Extrapolating this straight line In the
semilog plot to I -+ 0, one finds

10
9" A.N? = 100 cpm.

o 234 5 6 7 8 9 ~
T.,.. (~)

since A~ - 90 opm.
For lIlDall valuea of I. the general equation (5.20) h&lI to be applied

to oaIculate N. or A.; aotually, (5.20) oan be written &II the algebraio
811m of two exponential terms:

10 10
A. - OA.Nf exp (-A.I) - 9" A.Nfexp (-Aal).

N.(I) - A A. A Nf[exp(-A.I) - exp(-Aalll + Ntexp(-Aal).- .

1. Tramienl Equilibrium

A. < .A., e.g. (TII.h -.5.0 h and (Til.). = 0.5 h. i.e. A. - lOA••

Consider fint the number of parent atoms &II a function of time.
At I - O. N. - Nf and- the corresponding activity A~ = A.Nf (e.g.
A~ - 9Ocpm).

Hence, &II a function oftime. one can write N. = Nf exp (- A.I) or
A, - A~ exp (-A,I) (Figure 5.4 curve aa). allSumlng '. _ 1.

To' calculate the daughter activity in the parent-plus-daughter
fraction. equation (5.20) must be applied. After I becomea sufficiently
large, exp (-Aal) la negligible compared to exp (-A.I), hence:

A..... A,A. •..
N. ~ "Iexp(-A.I) and A. ~ A A ·'Iexp(-A.')

A. - A. • - •

allSuming '. _ 1. Substituting A. - lOA,. thia becomes:

A. ~ ~O A.N~ exp (-A.I) (Figure 5.4 curve bb)

Finally. ifl - 0, Nt - 0 +0.10 a- m.
The lin&I iolution la thus given by

(5.19)
Equation (5.19) la the general expression for the decay of a radio.

nuclide, formed from another radionuclide.
The lut term givea the contribution at any time from the daughter

atoms preaent initially. Assuming that, flYt I - 0, Nt - 0 (the C&lI8

of a daughter activity. growing In the ire.ohly purified parent fraction).
equation (5.19) la simpifled to

A. •..
N .(1) - A A "I [exp (-A,I) - exp (-Aalll.- .

In equation (5.19) and (5.20) t.wo general C&eeS can be distinguished.
depending on which of the two subst&ncea (parent or daughter) h&ll the
longer ~lf.life. ThIs dieCURSion will be limited to equation (5.20), i.e.
&lI8umlng that Nt - o.
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(5.21)

_,A. A.
-= (5.22)-oA, A. - A,

Notice, however, that the right.hand sides of equations (5;21) and
(5.22) are not the same.

In the case oC the example (_, = _.' A. = lOA,), thia becomes

A. lOA, 10
A, = lOA, - A, - 9"

2. Secular E'lUilibrium

If A, <: A., one' has a limiting caae of radioactive equilibrium and
the same considerations can be made as in II, A, 1. It is called secular
equilibrium. Setting (T".>, = co and (T".). = 1.0 h, the number oC'
parent atoma is given by

N,- mexp(-A,I) ~ m(~constant)

aa A, ia very amall. The parent activity ia given by

A, ~ A~-= A,~ = constant = R (Figure 5.5 curve aa)

i.e. the parent activity does not decrease measurably during many
daughter half·lives.

After I becomes large compared to (T".)., the daughter activity
in the parent.plue.daughter fraction can' be calculated from

A R
N. - A 'A ~exp(-A,I)~ ,andA. ~ R

• - 1 "I

(in Figure 5.5, same curve aa aa Cor p&l-ent activity). Extrapolating
this constant to I ..... 0, one finda of COI1l'll8, R.

For small values of I, the general eq'Jation (5.17) must be applied to
calculate N. or A.,

A,~ R
11. - --[exp (-A,I) - exp (-AaI)) ~ - [1- exp(-AallJ (5.23)

A. - A, . A.
and

The first term is represented by curve bb (Figure 5.4). The second
term which has the same extrapolated value as the first one

C: A,~ atl = 0) , •
describes the decay of a freshly isolated daughter fraction (separated
from the parent), and is represented by curve cc.

Thns, curve bb minns curve cc (-curve bb') represents the daughter
activity in the parent-plns.daughter fraction as a function of time.
At I _ 0, A. - O. After I becomes aufficiently large, A. - curve bb;
between these extreme values, there is a continuous transition.

The totsl activity of an initially pure parent fraction is given by

10
A - A, + A. = A,m exp (-A,I) +9" A,~ exp (-A,I)

10
- 9" A,~ exp (-AaI)

or, graphically: curve aa plus curve bb' - curve dd (Figure 5.4) e.g.
at 1- 0, AO _ A~ + A~ = A~ = 9Ocpm;atl = 5.Oh,A - 45 + 50
_ 95 cpm.

Rt11IM1c: The figure assumes _, = _. - 1 and ~ - 0 (initially pure
parent fraction).

CondlUioM for lrallllum equilibrium. After I becomes sufficiently
large, the daughter activity and the total activity decay with the half.
life of the parent. The daughter can, of OOI1l'll8, only decay after being
formed; 80, its decay rate is determined by its formation; the latter is
equal to the decay rate of the parent.

In these conditions, the ratio "number of atoms of parent to number
of atoms of daughter" is constant.

N. A,-----
N, A. - A,

Multiplying both numbers oC this equation with _.AJ_,A" one finda
an analogous equation:

A. -.AJf. _.A.-- --,.,.....,.....:..,:-:A, _,A,N, _,(A• •• A,)

and
A. + A, A 19

Al 11::I At ==9 or

which can be verified on Figure 5.4.

A. + A, A 19=---
A. A. 10

or
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For smaller values of I, the general equation (5.20) must be used:
A. is given by the difference of two exponential terms:

A, = A,A. ~[exp (-AJ) - exp (-A,t))
A, - A,

- A,~ A,~,
A, = -9-- exp (- AJ) - -9- exp (- A,I)

J'he first term is represented by curve bb (Figure 5.6). The second
term, which haa the same extrapolated value as the first one (100 cpm

3. 0a8. 01 no equilibrium

A, > A., e.g. (T,/.), - 0.5 hand (TtI.lo = 5.0 h, i.e. A, - lOA••

Further a88ume: =, - =, = 1 aud m= O.
The number of parent atoms aa a function of time is given by

N, - ~ exp (-A,I)

and the corresponding activity by

A, = A,~ exp (-A,I)(Figure 5.6 curve aa; A~ - 900 cpm)

The daughter activity in the palent-plus.daughter fraction is again
calculated from equation (5.20). Mter I becomes sufficiently large,
thi. equation is simplified to:

A, nIl A,A. nIl

N, - A,-A, "i exp (-A"t) and A, - A,- A, "i exp (-AJ)

In the case of the numerical example, this becomes:

10 '
A, = '9 A.m exp (-AJ) (Figure 5.6 curve bbl·

This means: the daughter de""ys with ita own half.life. Extrapolating
this straight line in the lI6mi1og plot to 1->- 0, one finds

10 .70 A,~ .4~
- A.." = -- = - = 100 cpm.
999

Between these extreme values, there is a continuous transition•
Figure 5.5 a88umes =, = =. - 1 and m=o.•

It- , .

"

. /- \.

-- \
-

t--

1\
I'

t. 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9.~
rune (hi

Fig. 6.6. 8eoularequilibrium; (2'11'>' _ '" and (2'11'" _ 1.0 h
curve &&: activity due to parent.
curve co: decay off'teahly iAolated daughter fraotion
curve ba; daughter activity growing in freshly purified parent fraction
curve dd: Iotalaotlvlt,. in an initl61l,. pure parent {raotion.

Thus, one can conclude that .A. is given by the difference of a con.
stant term R (Figure 5.5 curve M) and an exponential term R exp
(-AJ). The latter term, which haa the same extrapolated value aa the
first one (R at 1 - 0), describes the decay of a freshly isolated daughter
fraction and is represented by curve cc.

Curve aa minus ourve co - curve ba := A •.

At 1 = 0, A. - 0: for 1 sufficiently large, A. - curve aa - R.
The total activity is calculated aa follows:

A-At+A.=R+R-Rexp(-AJ)

i.e. curve aa plus curve ba gives curve dd.
At 1 - 0: A - R + R - R _ R (-A,); for 1 sufficiently large:

A = R + R - 0 - 2R.
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(5.25)

(5.24)

i.e. graphical interpretation of the total decay cUlTe enables one not
only to find (TlI')'. but also (TlI,h. provided'l and _.are known.

In the numerical example one finds (T11')' - 5.0 h (see 8=i1og plot,
Figure 5.6). AV,,A~" - 900/100 = 9, thus (A, - A,l/A. = 9; Al - A.
_ 9A,; Al = 10.\, (if'l = ',) or (TlI.h = 0.5 h.

AO.. A,A. ,,0 b
,.... ~ A, _ A. '''i or etter

A~ - A,N'f or better ,1A,N'f.

From these two equations follows:

If A, :> A, this reduces to

A~ '1 A, '1 (TlI.),
,,A~" = ' •• A. a " • (TlI,h

Extrapolating the first part of the total decay curve to I ..... 0, one
geta

Remark: Observing in practice the total activity of an iiiitially pure
parent fraction, one obtains in a aemUog plot a curve as db. After a
sufficient time. the longer-lived daughter activity entirely dominates
and its half liCe, (TlI')' a 5.0 h, may be read from this portion of the
decay curve.

Extrapolating this straight portion to t ..... 0, one finds

_.. -.

~ '1- --
l\

2L..
I\\i

.
- .

_.- _.

\ ~ k

\ r--

1\
1---

\
, \ 1\"

\
1

10

10

o 2 3 456 7 8 9 10
Tme(hl

Fig.a.s. C-ofnoequllibrium(2'11.1. - O.ahand(2'I1.>. - a.Oh,(A. -lOA.).
curve aa: activity due to parent
curve bb: daughter oetivityln tha paront-pl...daughler !roellon
curve b'b: daughter activity growing in freshly purified parent traction
curve db-: total activity in an initially pure parent fraction.

at 1 a 0) is 1/9 (=AJ(A, - A,)) of cun-e ea. and is represented by
curve a'a'. Curve bb minus curve a'(\' - curve b'b - A._

At 1 a 0, A. _ 0; after 1becomes sufficiently large. A. - curve bb.
Between these extreme values, there b a continuous upward concave
curve.

The total activity is given by:

A a A, + A, - aa + b'b a db

At 1 - 0, A' - A~ - 900 cpm; after t beccmes sufficiently large,
A = A, (curve bbl.

(B) :MANy SUCOItSSIVE DllOAYS

Consider a aeries, where transformstion from one member to another
ocours by radioaotive decay,

~ ~ ~ ~(1) _ (2) _ (3) _ ••• (n) _ (5.26)

The rates of nuclide transformation are described by the following
set of differential equations:
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(5.27)

dN,
dt - -~,N,

dN,
dt = A,N, - ~Jl,

dN,
dt - ~,N, - A.N. etc.

where N,(I) and N ,(I) are given by equations (5.3) and (5.19) respec
tively. Sublltituting (5.19) in the third differential equation, N .ll) can
be calculated. This eublltitution method of the i lh differential equation
into the (i + l)lb is, however, rather cumbersome. H. Bateman (5)
has given the solution for a chain of " members. assuming that at
I - 0 the parent Craction alone is present. i.e. Ng - ~ - ••• N~ _ O.
This solution can be formulated as foUows:

1-.
N.(I) - ~,~~.... ~...,N¥LO.exp(-~.I) (5.28)

i-I

1 1
01- ;0._ ;

(~, - ~,) {~. - A,) (A, - A,) (A. - A.)

1
0, = .,.,...-~.,.,...-':"":'

(~, - ~,) (~, - A,)

N,(I) = A,~oN¥[ eXI' (-~,I) + ,exp (-~,l)
(~, - A,) (~, - A,) (~, - A.) (A, - A,)

exp (-~,t) ]
+ (A, - A,) (~, - A.)

lle1TUlrli:: If a solution is required for the more general case with N¥.
~ •••~ " O. one can construct it by &dding to the Bateman solution
for N. in an ".membered chain. a Bateman solution for N. in an
(" - 1).membered chain with species 2 as the parent (thua N, - N¥
at I = 0 replaces N1 in equation (5.28», and an analogoua Bateman
solution for N. in an (n - 2)-mambered chain with species 3 as the
parent (N, - ~ at I = 0 replaooo N¥ in equation (5.28», ete.

E:l:4mpZ. 1.
Cue number (5.13). i.e. a chain of only two mcmbers. can of course

be treated in the same way, "ith the special assumption that~ _ O.

1 1
0, = • 0, - -:--::-

A, - A, ~, - A.

N.(I) = A'N¥[exp <-A,I),,+ exp (-~,l)J
~. - ~, A, - A.

~, ,>0"
= A A [:"iexp(,,:"~,I) - exp(-A,l)J.- ,

This is identical to equation (5.20).

E:l:4mpZ. 2.
, Calculate N, as a funotion of time 'for a chain of three members.
assuming that ~ - ~ _ 0 at I _ O.

Applying equations (5.28) and (5.29). one finds:

(5.30)

(0) BBANoumG DBOAY

Consider a radionuc1ide (1). decaying in two different ways forming
radionnclidos (2) and (2') rel<poctively.

'" (2') -+ (3')
(1)<:

" (2) -+ (3)

A, and Ai are partial docay constants, related to the formation of (2)
and (2') rel<poctively: (2) is formed at a rate A,N,: (2') at a rate AfN"
(1) decays at a rate (~, + AilN,.

Applying the Bateman equation to such a chain, one must replace
equation (5.28) hy

1-.
N.(l) - ~:A: •.• A:-,Nf L 01 exp (->.el) (5.31)

1-'
i.e.• the A'a before L must be replaced by partial decay constauts
(~*): A* is the decay constant for the transformation of the jlb chain
member to the (i + 1)'h one. T.n the chain (1)-(2')-(3') (5.30), ~: is
equal to Ai. but ~, (5.31) = (A, + AD (5.30).

(5.29)
where:
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(5.35)

(5.34)

IT a decay chain branches &lId oubsllquently the two branches are'
Joim4, the two branches are treated by this method ss separate chains;
the production of a common member beyond the branch point is the
sum of the number of atoms ll..,m the two paths. (See for instence
m, C. 2 and m, D, 2).

m. Transformation in a Neutron Flux

These transformation equations will be stated for the case of a
neutron /lux. They are, of course, equally applicable for &lIy other
activating particle.

(A) SIm'LJl CASlI:

Consider first the simple case of a transformation in a neutron /lu".
represented by the scheme

cr. 1.
(I) _ (2) _ (3) (stable) (5.32)

(n..) ,.

0.54 b 15.Db
Emmple: UNa _ UNa _ UMg (stable).

(D,,.) II-

Thus, stable nuclei (I) are activated by neutron capture (cross
section ".) and transformed into radioactive nuclei (2), decaying to
the stable nuclei (3) (decay constant ".).

1. Solulion o/'M Ltibnil. Equaliofl

During irradiation, the growth of nuclei (2) is proportional to the
activation cross section "10 to the neutron /lux 'P and to the number of
atoms N. (thus 'P"IN1); one can assume that in nlost cases N1 remains
constant during the irradiation, i.e. that the bum.up is negligible
(N. ~ Nt). On the other hand. the radioactive nuclei (2) decay during
the irradiation process at a rate "aN•. Consequently the following
differential equation can be formulated:

dNa ,,0
- - 'P"."' j - ".N. (5.33)dI.

This equation is of the general form (5.17), where'" = I. (irradiation
time), P(",) = ". - constant, Q(",) = 'P",Nt = constant, and II = N •.

II
I
I,.

The solution is given by:

N .(1.) = exp (-"aI.) f:' 'P"INt exp ("aI.) dI. + C e"p (-"aI.)

'PC,Nt
N .(1.) - -- exp (-"aI.)(exp ("aI.) - 1] + C exp (-"aI.)

. ".
N .(1.) = 'P"INt [1 - exp (-",.t.)] +C e"p (- "alb)

".
Finally, if I. = 0,~ = 0 + 0, hence a= ~.

So, the final solution is given by

'P",Nt .~)N .(1.) = -_. [I - exp (- "aI.)] + "'. e"p (- "alb
".

IT at I. = 0, m= 0, equation (5.34) is simplified to

. 'P",Nt .
N.(I.) = -,,-[I - e"p (-",I.)]

•
The disintegration rate o£the nuclei (2) as a function o£the irradiation

time i. given by:

I(5.36)
'---------------

The factor 1- exp (-"aI.) is called saturation faotor S. For I.>
(T".l.. exp (-"aI.) - 0 and S _I; hence D. reaches a maximum.
For:.«(T".).,e"P(-"aI.) ~ 1- "aI.&lIdS ~ "h,i.e.theaotivity
increases proportionally to I •. The disintegration rate afteran irradiation
time I. and a waiting time I can be calculated, by substituting (5.33)
in (5.4), aetting I. - I.: .

D,(I., I) - D , (Io). e"p (-".1) - 'P",Nt[1 - exp (-",I.)]. exp (-"aI)

(5.37)
(see Figure 5.7).

2. Solulion by 1M Generalized Bateman Equali<m

The problem can also be solved by meanJI of I> generalized BI>tem&lI
equation (5.28). as proposed by Rubinson (6). For that purpose, I> new
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(B) GROWTlt OF A RADIOACTIVE DAUGHTER IN A NII:OTBON FLux

Another case of tranafonnation in a neutron dux. whioh is also of
practical interest. is represented by the scheme:

... FtA. A.
(1) _ (2) --.... (3) _ (4) (stable) (5.40)

(D.,) ,. ,.

N,(lb) .. AtNUO, exp (-A,lb) + 0, exp (-A,/bll

N ( 'P"'N'l, Ib) - A ' [exp (-'P",lb) - exp (-'\,/bll
, - 'P",

111 practically all casee (dux and crasa seotion not extremely high.
irradiation time not extremely long) one haa '\,~ 'P tI,. Consequently
the last equation can be simplified to:

'ft1,N'l
N ,(Ib) .. A,- [1 - exp (- '\,1bll

corresponding to equation (5.35). Th. disintegration rate after a waiting
t.me I ia already given in equation (5.37).

(5.38)

(5.39)

Thus

Applying this procodure for the simple 01188 (5.32) one finds:

Al -== At = 9'0'1

A, .. ,\,

where

Assuming Ng - Ng ..... N: - O. the solution is given by:

1 1
0, .. :---;-

A, - A, '\, - 'P", .,

Hence:
"'j.,

..

-- -- --- -- Sc!lIOIion
~V

/ \

\
/ \

/ Gtowlh dlIhg iTocfoallon \ 0e<xIy after i"racIotian

/ \
I

" .....
o 23456 1234561

Half-lives

YJg. G.7. Growth and decay ofradioaotivi'y
.A,CI,) - N1(I- 0"'P (-A".))
.A,CI•• ') - N: [1- _ (-A".)) exp (-A,I)

modified "diaappearance constant" is introduced: A = ,\ + 'P'" IC an.
conoid.... Natoma of a radioactive epeciee. with a I!ecay constant
,\ (a-') and a total (effective) reaction 01'081 aeotion tI (om') in a constant
neutron dux 'P (cm' a-'), the diaappearance of this apeciee is no longer
governed by radioactive decay alone (.\N a-'); the diaappearance by
the transmutation reaction must alao be taken into account ('P"N a-').
So, the total rate ofdiaappearance is given by (,\ + 'P")N a-' _ AN a-'
(letting'\ + 'P" - A). A can be considered aa a modified "diaappearanr.e
constant". IC a given nuclide disappears by a nuolear reaction only,
A - 'P"; IC a given radionuclide disappears by radioactive decay only.
A-A.

IC one conoidera a chain in which the transformation Cram one
number to the next ocaura by a nu.olear reaction and by radioactive
decay, equations (5.28) or (5.31) can be applied, provided that ,\, or >or
is replaced by A, - A, + 'P", or At - >or + 'P"t. where the aateriska
serve aa a reminder that in either branching decay or branching
activation >or is the partial decay constant and tit is tho partial reaction
crasa aeotion.
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-

where F. Ia the fraction of disintegrations of nuclides (2) which pro.
duces nuclides (3).

1iImmpk:
'.-13. tb 11m 1.1501'"Ft--+ '''Pt --+ '''Au~ '"Hg (stable)

<...1 ,- ,-

Indeed, 'half.livea, nature of the radiation, chemical properties, etc.
make it sometimes preferable to measure the daughter (3) activity
for the determination of element (I), instead of the activity of nuclide
(2). The determination of platinum from '''Au Is a typicai example.

Calculations of thIa C&88 will be given in two ways: 1. by describing
the rates of nuclide. transformation by dift'erential equations of the
general form (~.17), and aubstituting the solution of the first dift'erential
equation into the aeconii, ete.; 2. by applying directly the Bateman
Rubinson equations.

1. Solulion 01 a Sd 01 L<ibnil. Ef[UlJlioM

The growth of the number of nuclides (3) &8 a function of irradiation
time 10 is formulated by the following differential equation:

dN.
dtb - F .AoN. - AoN. (5.41)

where N .(Ib) is given by equation (5.35). Substituting (5.35) into
(5.41) gives:

dNa ,,.
- - F ,'F'"'j[l- exp(-A,tb)] - A.N.
dlb

This is of the general form (5.17), with", = Ib, Y - N I' P(",) =' A. =
constant, Q(",) = FI'F'N'/. [1 - exp (-A,Ib)].

Integration gives

N .(Ib) = exp (- A,/b) [F.'F,N'/. I~ exp (A.lb) dtb

-1'I'F,N'/. fa' exp (-A,Ib) exp (A,Ib) dtb] + N'/. exp (-A,/b)

[
exp(A,/b)-1

N .(Ib) = l'I'F,N'/. exp (-A,Ib) A.

exp (A. - A,)lb - 1] ,,. (' ,)- + "'a exp -A..b
A. - A.

N FI'F'N'/.{ A..(Ib) = A. [1 - exp (-A,Ib)] - A. _ A. [exp (-A,Ib)

- exp(-:AJb)]} + N'/.exp(-A,/b) (5.42)

F''F,Ny
N.(Ib) = A A A) {A.[1 - exp(-.\,1b)]- A,[I- exp(-A,/b)]}

.( .- .
(5.43)

if N'/. - O.
For the disintegration rate of radionuclidea (3) &8 a function of

irradiation time, the following equation holds: .

FI'F,Ny .
D.(lb) - A. _ A. {A. [1 - ~xp (-A,Ib)] - A. [1 - exp (-AJb)]}

(5.44)

2. Solu.lion by Ih. Balema7lr-RubiM01& Ef[UlJlion

The same l"l'.ault can be obtained by application of equations (5.38)
and (5.39).

Al =:I Ar - 9'O't
A. = AtCpreauming that nuclides (2) are notactivated)
A: = F.A.
A. = A, (presuming that nuclides (3) are not aotivated).

Hence:
1 1

0 1 == ~-
(A, - 'F') (A. - 'P"') A,A.

1 1
O. = ~ .;-....,.,....-.,.....,.

('F, - A.) (A. - A,) A,(A , - A.)

1 1aa =: ~ 7""':'~--;-7
('F, - A.) (A, - A.) A.(A. - A,) .

Simplification W&8 applied, &88uming that burn.up ia negligible
(A)-'F)'

Thus, ifNg = m- 0 one can substitute these values into equation
(~.38).
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N F •.., [exp (-""h) exp (-A,t.) _ex-:p-:,,(,--_A,:,~,::')J
.(1.) ~ t'l"'1"'i~. + -"'"

A.A. A.(A. - A.) A.tA. - A.)

F t'I"',N'! { I
N .(1.) - A. exp (-"",I.) + A. _ A. IA. exp (-·\h)

- A. exp (-Aa/b))}

F."",N~N,(I.) ~ , {A,lexp (-""h) - exp (-A,I.))
~.(A. - A.)

+ A,[exp (-A,l.) - exp {-"",h))}

As normally exp (-"",I.) "" I (bum.up negligible), this result is
identical to equation (5.43).

For the caloulation of the number of atoms N. at any given time I
after the end of the Irradiation, one must use the general equation
for the decay of a radionuclide which produces a radioactive daughter,
i.e. equation (5.19); for this particular application I, = I., thus ~ ~

N .(h), Nt = N,(I.).
Hence, for the scheme (5.40), equation (6.19) must be written in the

following way:

""1mN ,(1.,1) - A,(A. _ A,) {A,ll - exp (-AaI.)) exp (-A,l)

-A.II- exp (-Aa/b)) exp (-AaI)} (5.45)

The determination of an element by measuring the activity of the
daughter (3) is especially ueeful, if (2) is shorter.lived than (3), i.e.
A.>A•• Besides, (2) is generally irradisted to saturation in that caee,
i.e. exp (-Aa/b) .... 0 and [1 - exp (-AaI.)) .... 1. If the waiting time is
long, so sa to allow the nuclei (2) to decay completely into nuclei (3),
one can simplify the above equation:

""1m }N.(I., I) "" -,--' {A.exp(-AaI) - A,[I- exp(-Aa/b))exp(-AaI)
~.( -A,)

"",mN.(I., I) "" -- [I - exp (-Ah)) exp (-AaI) (5.46)
A.

Or .

I D.(I., I) "" ""1m [I - exp (-AaI.)) exp (-A.I) I (5.47)

This 'oorresponds ~ equation (5.37).

(e) BRANCHING AO'rIVATION

Another frequently occurring caee is repreeented by the following
activation scheme:

(5.48)

112DlIr

l11Uf/'1I.T.'oa%
"~6 ,.....

'\.. ' __ CH%)
n'Ir .__ 'UPt (stable)

/ '0&.44

(2)

(1)>>1',10,
~

.
4

CI':J A,
(3) _ (4) (stable)

i.e. the radionuclide (3) is either formed directly or from an isomer (2).

Ezampk:

A.
N.(I) = A A N,(I.)[exp(-A,t) - cxp(-A,l)).- .

+ N .(h) exp (- AaI)

where N ,(I.) and N .(h) are given by eCJuations (5.35) and (5.43).
Consequently, N .(1., I) can be caloulated by substitution of (5.35) and
(5.43) in the above equation. The assumption F. = I will be made here.

"",N'!N.(I., I) ~ A, _ A,ll- exp (-A,l.)](exp (-AaI) - exp(-AaI))

"",N'!+ A.(A. _ A,) {A.II - exp (- A,l.))

- A.II- exp (-Aa/b))}exp (-AaI)

""IN'!N .(1.,1) - A,(A, _ Aal {A.II - exp (-A,l.)][exp (-AaI) - exp (-AaI))

. + A,[I - exp (- Aolb)) exp (- AaI)

- A.II - exp (-AaI.)) exp (-AaI)}

1;-
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Again, calculations will be given in two different ways.

2. Sallll"," by Ihe Balt1II4n-Rllbi....n Equalion

The method oC Rubinson can be applied as well. In this ooae, the
same remark holds as the one given in section II, C. Cor the :Bateman
equation (branching decay): if II decay chain (transCormation chain)

1. Sollllwn 0/ " Sel 0/ Ltilmil: Equtzlion.

The growth oC the number N. oC nuclides (3) as a Cunction oC irradia.
tion time is d..cribed by the following differential equation:

:. = l'.AaNi + 'l"';m - A.N. (5.49)

where N. la given by equation (0.35). Substitution oC (5.35) in (5.49)
again yields a differential equation oC the general type (5.17):

dN
d

• + AaN. = l'I9"',N~ [1 - exp (- Ah)) + 'l"';m
1& .

with., = 1&, 11 =N., P(.,) = A. = eonat., and Q(") = seeond term oC
the above equation.

Assuming Nt = Nt = O,onegetsaCterintegration between 0 and 1&:

N .(1.) .; exp (- Ah)9'm [.,,~. f:· exp (Aol.) dI.

- "'1'.r: exp (A. - A.)I. dl& + .,; f~ exp (Ah) dl.]

N .(1.) = 9'm exp (-Aol.) {F t",[exp (Aol.) - 1]
A.

l'•.,,[exp (A. - A.)I. - 11 .,;[exp (A.I&) - 11}- + -"'-....:...:..;.""-~

A. - A. A.
Thus:

" D,(I.) =9'm {(F•." + .,;)[1 - exp (-Ah)]

F•."A. }+ A. _ A. [exp (-Ah) - exp (-AoI&)) . (5.50) .

brancbes and eubsequently the two branch.. join they are treated as
separate .oItains. The production oC II eommon member beyond the
branching point is the sum oC nuclid... from the two paths.

These two chains are respectively: .

(1)~ (2)~ (3)~ and (1)""::"'" (3)~

So. N .(1&) must be clliculated Cor each oCthe two chains. and after that,
the results are summed. The solution Cor the first chain is given by
equation (5.43) or (5.42). Cor the second chain by equation (5.35) where
A. has to be repilloed by A., and ", by.,;.

. l' t9'",N~{'N.(I&) = [1 - exp (-A.I&))
A.

A. } 'l"';N~- A. _ A,[exp(-AaI&)-expl-AoI.)) + A;""[I-exp(-A,I.))

This is. oC course, equivalent to equation (5.50).
In practice the isomerio Corm (2) is generally shorter.lived than (3).

i.e. A. > A. (e.g...,mIr. "'Ir). Moreover. (2) is usually irradisted to
saturation in that case (I.> (21".).) or exp (-AoI&) ~O. Assuming
thllt (2) h.... oompletely decayed into (3) aCter II sufficient waiting time.
one can simplify equation (5.50):

9'm{. l' •."A. }N.(I.) ~"'X;"" (1'...,+ .,,)[1- exp(-A.I.)) - ~ exp(-Ah)

N.(I&) ~ 9':;[1'•." + .,;- ; •."exp(-Ah)

- u; exp (-A,I.) - 1'...,A. exp (- A.Ia)]
A.

N.(I.) ~ ~[F.",+ a; - (F•." + F•." ~: +"il exp (-AoI.)]

N .(1.) ~ "':; (F•." + 'a;)[1 - exp (-AoI.)) (5.51)

A.
beMUse a, A, <a,.
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The diaintegra.tion rate of nuclide (3) as a function of irradiation
time is then given by ,

I D.(lb) ~ 9'Nf(F"" + ail[l- exp (-A,t&)] I (5.52)

which has the oame form as (5.36).
In other cases is A. «A. and usually 'b» (T",),» (T",)" e.g.

' ....Rh

..,RhY 1'1-'
~ ....

"'Rh ---+ '''Pd 'stable)
. 421 \

So, other simplifications In equation (5.50) ere possible: exp (-A,Ib)
and exp (-A,Ib):"" 0:

D.('b) ~ (F,a, + d,)'l'Nf I (5.53)

Radioactive decay.gives rise to a parent-daughter relation. so that
D,(h, l) can be calculated by substitution of (5.50) and (5.36) in (5.19).
The latter equation must, in this case, be writt.en in the following way:

+N ,(Ib) exp (- A,I)

9'Nfa,
N,(lb, l) - A A [1- exp(-A,tb)][exp(-A.t) - .xp(-A,t)].- ,

1<" {(a, + ai)[l - exp (-A,tb)]
+ 9' 1 A.

_ a,[exp (-A,tb) - exp (-A,tblll exp (-A,t)
A, - A, S

,assuming that F, - 1. Or

, ,

D ... { a,A,
.('b.

'
) - 9''', A. _AY - exp(-Ah)J[exp(-A,t) - exp(-A,t)]

+ (a, + ail[l- exp (-Ah)]exp (-A,t)

~. 1- A, _ A, [exp (-Ah) - exp (-A,tb)] exp (-A,tb)S

(5.54)

Again, two .important c....,s will be considered: firat A,» A,. and exp
.(..... A,tb) ~O (isomeric form short·lived and irradiated to saturation).
This leads to: .

D.(h,l) ~ 9'Nf {a~:. exp (-A,t)

+ (a, + ail [1 - exp (-A,t~)) exp (-A,t)

a,A. 1- A; exp (-A.lb)exp (-A,I)S .

D _"" {A, A,.(16,1) ~ '/"",. exp (-A,t) a,- - a,-exp (-Ah)
, A, A,

+ (a, + ail [1 - exp (-A,Ib)]}

D.(lb,l) ~ 'l'Nf. exp (-A,t) {a, ~: [1 - exp (-Ah)]

+ (a, + a,)[l - ."p (-A,tb)]} .

D.(h,l) ~ 'l'Nf •exp (-A,t)[1 - e,,1' (-A,tb)) (a, + a, A, + a1). A.

IfA,> A,. then al + a, A, ~ a,and:
A,

which has the same form as equation (5.37).

l
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If, however, ~. «~. and exp (-~.h) .... 0 and exp (-~.I.) .... 0, as
is the caae for '''Rh(n, ,,), the following simplification can be made: (5.58)

Again, calculation is possible in two different ways.

(D) GROWTH OJ' A RADIOAOTIV1Il DAUGHTER AFTER BRANCIW(G

ACTIVATION

Consider the case represented by the following activation scheme:. .

Whlll'e N. is given by equation (5.50) or (5.51), it ~.~ ~•. Substitution
of (5.51) in (5.58) yields a linear differential equation of the firet order
(typo equation (5.17». Assuming ~. ~ ~ •• ".~~. and m- m_m- 0, one obtains after Integration between 0 and I.:

N,(I.) ~ exp (-~h)'I'm(F.", + ";)F. x

fa' [1 - exp (- ".1.)] exp (~h) cit.

N ()
.F.~(Fo",+ ,,;)

.1. = ".(~. _ ~.) {~. [1 - exp (-"a1.)]

- ".[1 - exp ( - "h)]}

The above equation equals equation (5.44). However thc formation
of "Ge by way of its'isomeric form is taken Into account by addition
of the two reaction cross scctions F.", and ,,;.

2. Solution by 1M Bateman-Rubi"""" El[U4lion

The method of Rublnacn can also be applied (eee section m, C. 2),
considorlng two separate chains:

0: 'J... "',,'J. ..(1) _(3)_(4)_ and (1)_(2)--':"'(3)_(4)_

The solution for the firet chain is given by equation (5.44); in the
above case, this equation must be written as follows:

, F.rpcI,m
N.(I.) - ".(". _ ".), {~.[1 - exp (-",I.)] - ".[1 - exp (-~h)]}

(2)

·41,..·
~.0-..,... ..

(3) _ (4) _ (5) (stable) (5.57)

Emmpk:

1. Solution 01 a Sel 01 Leibnil. Equalion.t

The growth of the number of atoms (4) as a function of irradiation
time is described by the following differential equation:

From the foregoing it is pooalble to conclude that, in the case of
"isomerio activation" (~. ~~. and I.~ 0.693/~.), the activation
cross _tions F0", + ,,; must be summed when calculating the
activity of radlonuclidea (3) as a function of irradiation and waiting
time. (See equations (5.52) and (5.53».

Emmpk: The total activity oflllIr must be calculated with"; +F.",
'- 700b + 260b - 960b ... eroN section, and 0.693/74.411 in the satu.
ration !actor (equations (5.52».
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P. - ",(", + "il](A, - 'P("i + ",)](A. - 'P(", + "ill
ezp (-AsI.)

+ ['P(", + "il - A.:J (A. - A.) (A. - A.)

exp (-A,Ia)

N'(I.) - m9"',F.A.F.A. X

{ ezp [-'P(", + cr\)I.]

+ ['P(", + "il - A.:J (A. - As> (A. - A.)

ezp (-Ah) }
+ [",(", + cr\) - A.] (A. - A.) (A, - A.)

In thi8 example A.» A,. A.» A., and if burn.up is negligible,
'P(", + "il ~ A•• A•• A•• Hence, the abovo equation can be simpliJied:

• [1 ezp (-AsI.)
N (I.) 11:< ~9"',F.A,F •.\. A,A.A. - ~

+ ezp (-A.I.) + exp (-Ah) J
A,A.(A. - A.) A,A.(A. - A.)

N'(I) - N0 1'1' [.:._ ezp (-AsI.) + A,ezp (-A",)]
• - ,9"',. • A. A. - A, A.(A. - As>

• F,F~9"" \ . A A]
N.(I.)::-:: A.(A. _ A,) [A. - ~, - A. e"1' (-A,I.) + •ezp (- h)

• F.F.~9"',
N.(I.) 11:< A A A {A.[1 - ezp (-AsI.)] - A,[1 - ezp (-Ah)J)

.(.-.)

The sum ofthe nuclides (4) by the two paths equals N;(I.) + N~(I.), or

l',N~'P(F'''' + "ilN.(I.) - A A A) {A.[1 - exp (-A,I.)]
.( .- .

- A,[1 - ezp (-A"')])

This is identical with equation (5.59) found by the first calculation
method.

As alreadr stated. there is no essential difference between equatiollB
(5.«) and (5.59), if A,»A. and A,»A•• that meane: it does not
matter, whether the nuclides (4) (scheme (5.56)) are formed by way

..-
- ['l'l", + ern - A.:J (A. - A.) (A. - A,)

1

~ [A. - 'P('" + cr\)] [A. - 'P(", + "Dl [A. - 'P('" + cr\)]

1

At - 9"',
A. - A.: A; - F.A.

A. - A.: A: - F.A.

1

- ['P(", + cr\) - A.:J (A. - As> (.\. - A,)

1
O. - ,.,....--:--:~--:--;-;-;----:~

.<A, - A.) (A. - A.) (A. - A.)

1

O. - (A, _ A.) (A."- A.) (A. - As>

1

0, - (A. _ A,) (A. - AJ (A. - A,)

1

I
N:(I.) - ~AtA;A: ~O,ezp(-A,I)

t:..

Solution of the second chain:

By application of equatiollB (5.38) and (5.30) to the seoond chain,
one finds:
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(5.61)

of the first chain or by way of the second chain, on condition that
a _ F ..., + aI' i.e. the effective reaction cross section is used.

This simplification reduces the radioactive decay to the simple
parent-daughterrelationahip (3)...!4 (4).~, described by equation
(5.19). This equation must in this case be writtell as follows:

>'.
N,(I.,I) - >. >. N.(I.)[exp(->'aI) - exp(->.,I)],- .

+ Nel'.) exp (- >',1)

and this enables one to cslculate the number ofatoms (4) as a function
of irradiation time I. and of waiting time I. Substitution of (5.51} and
(5.44), which must be "Titten here as

'PNY(a. + a;> )]}N ,(I.) - P,[l - exp (->'aI.)] - >',[1 - exp (- >'h
>',(>', - >'.)

, into the above equation gives (assuming that F. - F. - I}:

'PNf(a, + a;> , )]
N,(I.,I)- >. >. [1-e:rp(->'aI.lHexp(->'aI)-exp(-"",- .

'PNY(a, + a;)
+ >,,(>', _ As) {>',[l - exp (->'aI.)]

- >'.[1 - exp (- >',I.)]} exp (- >',1)

'PNY(a, + a;>
Nell., I) - >',(>', _ >',) {>',[1- exp (->'.'.)] exp (->'.1)

Ql..
- >',[1 - exp (- >'.Is)] exp (- >',1)

+ >',[1 - exp (- >'.Is)] exp (->',1)

- >'.[1 - exp (->',Is)] exp (->.,I)}
Thusr---------------,

'PNY(a, + a;) ,
D ,(I., I) - >., _ >'. {>',[1 - exp t- >'.1.)] exp (- "aI)

"

- >.sJ:l - exp (->'cIs)] exp (- >.,I)}

(5.60)

This has the same form as equation (5.45), a being replaced by a, + a;.

(E) "SECOND ORDIlB" RIIACTIONS

When neutron activation analysis is used to determine traoe elements
at very low levels ippm. ppb •..), high sensitivity techniques are neces
118ry. Sensitivity can be enhancoo. by using large reactor fiUT.es and long

.irradiation times. But under these conditions neutron induced second
ordernuclear reactions can lead to significant interference in determining .
a trace element as additional amounts of the measured radionuc1ide
can be produced (7}.

This secor.d order interfp-rence is a systematic error, produced by
successive reactions of the type:

{

,. "+'E ( ) "+IE
"E( )A+'E -+ 8+' n,r 8+1
z n, " z ~+IBO

-+ 1~lE(n,r)1~fE
or, schematically

(1) Do'
I (2)

11- :',A.
(3) Do' (4) '-("/8C) (5) (stsble), J I

••~o r, .. 1A,-O

(5.62)
D,,, ... ~ Do)' .,

(3')

where F. ;s the fraction of disintegrations of nuclides (2) producing
nuclides (3). In most cases F. -1 and F' -0 (or F.- OandF'-1),
furthermore a. - 0, a, - 0 or are negligible: 'P",~ >' .. 'P",~ >., (if
the fiux i. not too high and burn.up negligible). However calculati01ll
will be given for the general case.

Ezampls: Second order reaction on a silicon matrix:

.oSi (n, r) "Si~ "p (n, r) lip~

can give erroneoua results in determining the phosphorus content by
neutron a.tivation analysis, becau3e the same nuclide (liP) is formed
as in the reaction ,.

lip (n, ;0) IIp __

OIhsr t:tamplu:

Iridium in osmium: 1I·0S (n, r) ,''Os~ "'Ir (n, r) "'Ir~,.
"'Ir (n, r) UlIr-+ (UlIr measured) (8)

o
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(5.M)

(5.63)

Thallium in mercury: .o·Hg (n, y) .'.Hg..!:..... ·°'TI (n, y) ."TI --+

.'IT! (n, y) ."T! --+ (."T! measured).

The rates of nuclide transformation in scheme (5.62) are described by
the following system of differential equations:

dN,
ell.... -N,'I""

dN.
ell.... N,'I"', - ).sN. - N ,'F".

dN.
- ... F.).sN. - N.'I"'.
ell.

dN,
-ell ... N.'I"'. - ).,N, - N,'F'"• •

These equations can be BOlved in the claBBical way, but the BOlution
for N. is la~orious, since it is a much more complicated function
than N ,. The next BOlution, for N" is even more tedious. So it is more
simple to use directly the Bateman-Rubinson solution.

A, - At - '1"',

A ).. + '1"'.

A: F,}.,I

AI A: - '1"'1

A, )., + '1"',

Substituting these values in equation (6.38), gives

1-'
N, ... A1'P·"'''IF.).. L0/ exp (-A/t.)/-,

where

1
O. ... -;-;--,-;-;.---=--;-:-:-::--,-,

(A, A.) (AI - A.) (A, - A.)

... -;--_;--_-:-:-__:-.:.1_.,...,.,-__--:-__
('I"', - ).. - '1"'.) ('1"'. - ).. - '1"'.) ().I + '1"', - ).. - '1"''>

1
O• ...

(A, - A.) (A. - A.) (A, - A.l

1
... T('1"'-,---'1"'-.);"';(;;').-.'"7+-'1"'-.~--'I"'-.:-)("').-,-:+-'I"'-'~--'I"'--::.)

1
0, ... 7T-"""7~~-=-:-"""''''--'''''''

(A, - A,l (A. - A,) (A. - A,)

... :------,,....-_.,...,.,-__.:.1..,.-_....,...-_......,...__
('I"', - )., - '1"',) ().. + '1"'. - )., - '1"'1) ('1"'. - ).1 - '1"'1)

Tho Bateman-RubinBOn equation is tedious to BOlve by hand and
often leads to loss in significance in performing the summations of the
exponential terms 0/ exp (-A/t.). For this reason the aid of a oom·
puter with double precision is highly desirable. A more detailed
discussion about second order interference as a BOuroe of error in
activation analyeis is given in CIlapter 10, section II, C, 3.
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